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For Line Fault location, the signal is collected by a LoRaWAN public

network. The idea of using repeaters from LoRa based meters is

interesting but I have no example of implementation. In the use case of

critical infrastructure monitoring for HV pylons, PROESYS is the company

having deployed a private LORAWAN network to collect the sensor data

for each pylon. As the backhaul was an issue in isloated rural areas, they

have used a private mechanism to backhaul the LORAWAN transmissions

from one gateway to the other until it reach the network server. Rémi Demerlé

Wireless mesh routing protocols (e.g. Wi-SUN FAN) provide support for

multiple logical connections between any nodes on the network. This can

be used for range extension. Phil Beecher

It there going to be a benefit having a post

installation comm hub up-grade and

exchange (O&M) workforce in place and

what software will be required? United Kingdom

Absolutely it will be beneficial to have a post-installation comm hub

supporting O&M workforce. There are different software commercial

solutions available, depending upon the functions to be supported. Smart

metering (MDM) are fully available and in operation. Smart grids

communication will be a matter of different subsystem controlling software

in many cases using SNMP as the interlinking protocol. Miguel Sanchez-Fornie

It will depend upon how the WAN was planned. Proper planning should

include these traffic additions coming from the deployment of new devices.

The design of the core network must be enough flexible and scalable (ie.

Using fiber optics) so as to use it with the future requirements.  Miguel Sanchez-Fornie

An advantage of using a flexible "last mile" technology (e.g. Wireless

Mesh) is that it is straightforward to add additional border routers (routers

which connect the AMI/DA network to a fast backhaul communications

technology. A self-adpating mesh networking protocol will balance data

tranmissions to optimise bandwidth utilisation and support more data from

the "edge". Phil Beecher

How can the utilities absorve the costs of

investment of smart meters? Who pay for

them, the consumer or the utility? Argentina

The utility is usually the one buying the meters from manufacturers where

the cost is absorbed in the susbcription fee and diluted over the years. As

one example, in France, the law prevents taxpayers to pay for the meter

that is used for tax measurement. Rémi Demerlé

Support for chatty protocols such as DLMS was seen as real challenge by

many. Nevertheless, the LoRa Alliance and the DLMS associations have

proven real feasibility. Technically, an adaptation layer is necessary for

transport of IPv6 protocols. The choice for DLMS, was to use SCHC

layer, defined in RFC 8724 by IETF. The solution consists on UDP packets

fragmented with the static header compressed. As example; a meter

sending index every 15 minutes and load profile, registers, import &

export,etc in DLMS payloads of a total of 1,5KBytes per day will need less

than 3 seconds with 7 uplinks messages in LoRa.  

WHITEPAPER ABOUT SUPPORT OF DLMS:

https://lora-alliance.org/resource-hub/solution-successful-interoperability-

dlmscosem-and-lorawanr Rémi Demerlé
Protocol compression is generally beneficial for last mile wireless protocols 

as it reduces bandwidth overhead and as a result, energy consumption as

well as  latency. Phil Beecher

eLTE, 902-928MHz, is a technology defined in unlicensed spectrum band

and used in South America. As a key remark, the eLTE band is only

1.8MHz in uplink and 1.8MHz in downlink (see

https://e.huawei.com/fr/material/wireless/elteindustry/5216f9daa5d64b53b

aead8fa915ffabc page 18), which means eLTE doesn’t occupy all the

available spectrum. 

For all countries, the national regulator of spectrum is responsible to

consider how wireless technologies can share the same band and then

coexist. The LoRa technology itself is robust against external

interferences. The LoRaWAN® Regional Parameters document

(https://lora-alliance.org/resource-hub/lorawanr-regional-parameters-rp002-

100) contains the approved frequency channel plans for various global

regions and follows the established regulatory constraints in those regions.

These details are managed separately from the core LoRaWAN®

Specification to enable the Alliance to quickly address regional regulatory

support requirements. Rémi Demerlé

Different technologies have different interference mitigation techniques. Wi-

SUN FAN uses frequency hopping with channel blacklisting to detec and

avoid interfering signals. Phil Beecher

Malaysia

IEC101 or IEC104 are very chatty 

protocols and LoRa is recommended for 

none chatty protocols. How do you 

overcome this limitation in LoRa?

Columbia

What about eLTE in 900Mhz? This spread 

spectrum technology could interfere the 

real incumbent IoT protocols like Lorawan, 

6lowpan... how alliances could influence on 

avoid those "non standard protocols" 

affects the real lowPAN protocols.

Webinar: Getting to grips with smart grid communications

For long distance power lines, can Lora

based meters works as repeater for other

lora nodes in addition to transmitting its

signal? (For fault location finding)

Saudi Arabia

United Kingdom
Will the WAN cope with all the additional 

asset and device information I.e. EVCPs, 

Powerwalls, solar generation etc..?
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